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ABOUT ME

I design and build eco-friendly gig bags since 2012.
I’m also a musician, I love Fine Arts and sustainable lifestyle. 
For this reason I started to conceive unique sustainable eco 
bags for musicians.
My goal is to offer a new concept of gig bag, strong and light 
in order to be your trusted travel friend. 
I believe in circular and sustainable production.
This is what pushed me to found CREA•RE, opening new pos-
sibilities for musicians who look for sustainable, vegan-friendly, 
eco-friendly  unique gig bags.

                                                                           Marco Migliorisi
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ABOUT CREA•RE
QUALITY • ECOLOGY • DESIGN

The constant search for a quality and durable eco-friendly 
gig-bag combined with unique  craftship, autthentic design 
and modern style created the right circumstances for the birth 
of CREA•RE brand.
Merging traditional Italian craftsmanship methods with sustai-
nability and extreme outdoor materials, CREA•RE represents 
not only superior musical instrument protection, but an ethical, 
ecologic, vegan, sustainable and technological improvement 
in luggage design.
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REDEFINING DESIGN &  
MUSICIAN CHOISE

At CREA•RE we work hard to offer new bags with no shortcut in 
quality, each one unique with high style and an history behind 
the material we used.
Our bags are made from creators for creators. 
We apply constructionism and materialism playing with macro 
and micro in order to transform what we see every day in so-
mething new.
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HI QUALITY MATERIAL

CREA•RE cases are built using only high-test materials with ex-
treme esistance to the elements such as truck tarps and/or Ad 
banner, paragliding wires, safety car belt.
The zippers are resistant to thousands of openings and closin-
gs. 
The accessories are designed and chosen to tackle traction 
and extreme weights.
Each bag is carefully examined for integrity, strength and du-
rability.
All used materials are usually projected to last and protect 
even human life.
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HANDCRAFTED AND UNIQUE

Each CREA•RE Eco Bag is totally handmade. 
All materials are selected, composed, handcut and 
assembled one by one. 
Each model is patched to be unique, just like you. 
Each bag is sewed using the traditional Italian craft 
tecniques. 
In each CREA•RE bag tradition in craft meets the new 
materials physical feature. 
CREA•RE offers you a better and more ethic musician 
lifestyle.
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ECOLOGIC & SUSTAINABLE  
DESIGN

CREA•RE design is specifically thought to elevate the range 
of these materials and create unique and ecological design 
objects.
 
Each product designed by CREA•RE is based on a few but im-
portant golden rules: comfort and practicality in use, portability 
during travel, optimal ratio of weight / resistance, optimal in-
strument protection and uniqueness.
 
Materials upcycled by CREA•RE are really difficult to recycle 
ecologically otherwise. They are of regional origin, so no more 
pollution for further travels.  
 
They are cleaned in an environmental friendly way with hot wa-
ter, frozen dew, organic products such as vinegar, baking soda 
and home soap. 
 
In this way we help to reduce the pollution and the world waste 
production.
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DESIGNED FOR PERFECT  
TRAVEL EXPERIENCE

We love travel and use ecological means of transport. For this 
reason rock solid, industrial webbing handles come standard 
on CREA•RE cases.  
 
Bar-tack stitching reinforces for strength, while high grade sa-
fety car belt provides a super comfortable grip. 

In order to give you the best travel experience we pad the 
shoulder straps to provide an high level of comfort while in use.

You find internal pockets and/or hidden pocket for your pre-
cious accessories, documents or money.
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HIGH QUALITY DETAILS

At CREA•RE each detail is important. 
For this reason our bags come standard with the strogest zip-
per pulls and self-healing nylon zippers. 
 
Double zippers on big compartments also double their life-
span. 
 
We use only metal accessories, sewing by experienced and 
professional hands.
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ECO ELECTRIC GUITAR BAG

DESIGNED FROM MUSICIANS FOR MUSICIANS
This case is the final  result of years of research focused in the perfect 
electric guitar case that is easy to carry, light, resistant and able to 
protect the guitar from shocks, unexpected and weather.
This collection offers the best option for musician who wants to pro-
tect his guitar, have the best travel experience, the ideal space for 
accessories and a unique ecologic case.

PERFECT BALANCE
The Eco Electric Guitar Bag Series offer the ideal mix between a hard 
case and gig bag offering at the same time light weight, water re-
sistance, strong material and high travel  
experience.  

HANDCRAFTED TO TRAVEL
CREA•RE Eco Electric Guitar Bag is perfect and comfortable to travel 
everywhere and in every way, even if it rains because it is rainproof.
Adjustable and removable straps, made of a car safety belt, allows 
you to carry your guitar like a backpack.
A comfortable and strong handle, made of a car safety belt and re-
inforced by rivets allows you to easily carry your guitar.

UNIVERSAL MEASURES 
Fit (almost) all solid body guitar models and some semi-hollow mod-
el. 

Internal Measures:
105x 40,85 x 7 cm
Front pocket measures: 
34 x 26 x 4 cm



Double density foam

Hi density foam pillow

 Hard internal board protection

HIGHEST PROTECTION FOR YOUR INSTRUMENT

Water Resistant Material

Ecological Protective Fur

ELECTRIC GUITAR BAG  
PROTECTION

Each CREA•RE Eco Electric Guitar Bag is projected to protect 
your instrument.  

External material is light, strong and water resistant.
We  handcraf interiors with upholstered high density foam. 
 
1 cm of high density foam in the whole case plus 4 internal pil-
lows protect the body and the riff from any accidents in the 
best way.  Internally, inside the padding, we add a recycled 
ABS hard board.  This is the same ABS used in the cars to ab-
sorbe the impacts.  
 
The lining made of certificated ecological fur is delicate and 
respect even the nitro painted models.  
This ecological fur is certificated Human Friendly and Child 
Friendly. 

Strong internal details protects the fur from the metal strings of 
your instrument to guarantee you a lifelong case.
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 ECO ACOUSTIC GUITAR 
BAG

We love the warm sound of acoustic guitars and we know how delica-
te is this instrument. 
For our Eco Acoustic Guitar Bag Series we’ve checked different guitar 
bags and cases and talked with several acoustic and classic guitari-
sts. We projected this series taking care about our previous experien-
ce, all the most vulnerable parts of the acoustic and classic guitar, the 
angle of the guitar inside the case, the vulnerability of the body, the 
parte most exposed to accidental shocks. 
The final result of this years of research is soft case that is easy to 
carry, light, resistant and able to protect the guitar from shocks, 
unexpected and weather. This collection offers the best option for mu-
sician who wants to protect his guitar, have the best travel experience, 
the ideal space for accessories and a unique ecologic case.

PERFECT BALANCE
The Eco Electric Guitar Bag Series offer the ideal mix between an hard 
case and gig bag offering at the same time light weight, water resi-
stance, strong material and high travel experience.  

HANDCRAFTED TO TRAVEL
CREA•RE Eco Electric Guitar Bag is perfect and comfortable to travel 
everywhere and able to protect the guitar from shocks, unexpected 
events and weather.
Adjustable and removable straps, made of a car safety belt, allows 
you to carry your guitar like a backpack.
A comfortable and strong handle, made of a car safety belt, allow you 
to carry your guitar like a backpack.

UNIVERSAL MEASURES
Fits acoustic, classic guitars and some hollow model

INTERNAL MEASURES:
Acoustic Guitar case 107,7×45,7×13 [cm]
Front pocket: 26x34x4 [cm]



Double density foam

Hi density foam pillow

 Hard internal board protection

HIGHEST PROTECTION FOR YOUR INSTRUMENT

Water Resistant Material

Ecological Protective Fur

ACOUSTIC GUITAR BAG PROTECTION
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Each CREA•RE Eco Acoustic Guitar Bag is projected to protect 
your instrument. 

External material is light, strong and water resistant.
We  handcraf interiors with upholstered high density foam. 
1 cm of high density foam in the whole case plus 4 internal pil-
low 

protect the body and the riff from any accidents in the best 
way.  Internally, inside the padding, we add a recycled ABS 
hard board.  This is the same ABS used in the cars to absorbe 
the impacts.  

The lining made of certificated ecological fur is delicate and 
respect even the nitro painted models.  
This ecological fur is certificated Human Friendly and Child 
Friendly. 

Strong internal details protects the fur from the metal strings of 
your instrument to guarantee you a lifelong case.
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ECO ELECTRIC GUITAR SLEEVE

DESIGNED FROM MUSICIANS FOR MUSICIANS
This case is the final  result of years of research focused in the perfect electric 
guitar sleeve that is easy to carry, light, resistant and able to protect the guitar 
from shocks, unexpected and weather.
This collection offers the best option for musician who wants to protect his guitar, 
have the best travel experience, the ideal space for accessories and a unique 
ecologic sleeve.

PERFECT BALANCE
The Eco Electric Guitar Sleeve Series offer the ideal mix between an hard case 
and gig bag offering at the same time light weight, water resistance, strong ma-
terial and high travel experience.  

HANDCRAFTED TO TRAVEL
CREA•RE Eco Electric Guitar Sleeve is perfect and comfortable to travel 
everywhere and in every way, even if it rains because it is rainproof.
Adjustable and removable straps, made of a car safety belt, allows you to carry 
your guitar like a backpack.
A comfortable and strong handle, made of a car safety belt and reinforced by 
rivets allows you to easily carry your guitar.

LOT OF (HIDDEN) SPACE
The Eco Electric Guitar Sleeve is design to allow you carry all the accessories you 
need to travel and make great music. You have 5 pockets, four of them with zip. 
In this way you can organize better you accessories and be able to take with you 
even a laptop if you need. All the pockets are designed to be easily used keeping 
the case in horizontal or vertical way.

HIGH PROTECTION
This sleeve has all the feature that offer the top level electric guitar case: hi den-
sity padding, internal ABS frame (the same material used to product car bumper) 
and additional internal pillows. All these feature protect you guitar during your 
travels and gigs.

UNIVERSAL MEASURES
Fits solid body guitar models and some semi-hollow model. 
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Double density foam

Hi density foam pillow

 Hard internal board protection

HIGHEST PROTECTION FOR YOUR INSTRUMENT

Water Resistant Material

Ecological Protective Fur

ELECTRIC GUITAR SLEEVE PROTECTION

Each CREA•RE Eco Electric Guitar Sleeve is projected to pro-
tect your instrument.
External material is light, strong and water resistant. 

We  handcraf interiors with upholstered high density foam. 
2 cm of high density foam in the whole case plus 2 internal pil-
lows protect the body from any accidents in the best way.   
Internally, inside the padding, we add a recycled ABS hard bo-
ard.  This is the same ABS used in the cars to absorbe the im-
pacts.   

The lining made of certificated ecological fur is delicate and 
respect even the nitro painted models.  
This ecological fur is certificated Human Friendly and Child 
Friendly. 
 
Strong internal details protects the fur from the metal strings of 
your instrument to guarantee you a lifelong case.
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ECO CUSTOM  
TRAVELLER BAG

CREA•RE handcrafts also custom models of eco bags 
for musical instruments. We project and handcraft just 
like you want and need.

 
Here an example of handmade eco custom guitar 
bag made of used truck tarps,  ad banners and safety 
car belts. Internally  upholstered with 2cm of double 
density foam. We use only soft ecological fur optimizes 
the protection of your instrument and keeps your guitar 
always clean.

Each eco custom guitar bag can reinforced in critical 
points to protect the instruments from any accidents in 
the best way.

You can choose the padding and internal reinforcment.

We can prepara you the case with  adjustable shoul-
der straps, like backpack and adding handle to go 
everywhere. 

 
We always handcraft to make a case perfect and 
comfortable to travel everywhere and in every way.

Ask us to create you your perfect unique custom guitar 
case.
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ECO ELECTRIC BASS BAG

  
 
DESIGNED FROM MUSICIANS FOR MUSICIANS 
For our Eco Electric Bass Bag Series by CREA•RE Bags we checked 
different bass bags and cases and talk with several  bass player. 
We projected this series taking care about all the most vulnerable 
parts of the bass. The result is a collection that offers the best 
option for musician who wants to protect his electric bass, have 
the best travel experience, the ideal space for your accessories 
and a unique ecologic case. 
 
PERFECT BALANCE 
The Eco Electric Bass Bag Series offer the ideal mix between an 
hard case and gig bag offering at the same time light weight, 
water resistance, strong material and high travel experience.   
 
HANDCRAFTED TO TRAVEL 
CREA•RE Eco Electric Bass Bag is perfect and comfortable to 
travel by bike, scooter, bus, train, metro, even if it rains because it is 
rainproof.Adjustable and removable straps, made of a car safety 
belt, allows you to carry your bass like a backpack.A comfortable 
and strong handle, made of a car safety belt and reinforced by 
rivets allows you to easily carry your bass.

UNIVERSAL MEASURES 
Fit solid (almost) all electric bass models.  
 
Internal Measures: 
Bass guitar case 119,5×39,8×7 [cm] 
Front pocket: 26x34x4 [cm]
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Double density foam

Hi density foam pillow

 Hard internal board protection

HIGHEST PROTECTION FOR YOUR INSTRUMENT

Water Resistant Material

Ecological Protective Fur

ELECTRIC BASS BAG PROTECTION

Each CREA•RE Eco Electric Bass Bag is projected to protect 
your instrument. 
External material is light, strong and water resistant. 

We  handcraf interiors with upholstered high density foam. 
2 cm of high density foam in the whole case plus 4 internal pil-
lows protect the body and the riff from any accidents in the 
best way.  Internally, inside the padding, we add a recycled 
ABS hard board.  This is the same ABS used in the cars to ab-
sorbe the impacts.   

The lining made of certificated ecological fur is delicate and 
respect even the nitro painted models. This ecological fur is 
certificated Human Friendly and Child Friendly. 
 
Strong internal details protects the fur from the metal 
strings of your instrument to guarantee you a lifelong case.
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ECO GUITAR STRAP

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
Each CREA•RE Eco Guitar Strap is made with upcycled safety car belt and 
banners from Museum of Contemporary Art of Barcelona MACBA. The couch 
straps come from local scrap car companies.
Each guitar straps CREA•RE is sewed using pedal sewing machine from For-
ties Singer 17-2

MINIMAL AND CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
We design and assemble each guitar strap focusing on minimalistic design 
in order to valorize the subtle texture design of each couch strap. The com-
position of each MACBA banner is inspired by the contemporary artists like 
Malevic, Strzeminski, Burri, Bordeta and many other great example of simple 
and unique art composition.

UNIQUE CRAFTSMANSHIP
For each CREA•RE Eco Guitar Strap we choose the most beautiful couch 
straps, paying attention to color and texture. For each Guitar Strap we cut 
unique banner or truck tarp patter pieces and then patching them with the 
couch strap that better fits in color and texture.
Each CREA•RE Eco Guitar Strap is unique just like you.
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PRECISE DETAILS, STRONG ACCESSORIES
Each CREA•RE Eco Guitar Strap is handcut, assembled one by one and 
sewed with our Singer 17-2. Strong and light brushed nickel buckle add resi-
stance and minimalistic design detail.

END PIN GRIP
We use four layer of strong banner or truck tarp on each side of the CREA•RE 
Eco Guitar Strap. The holes and the cuts in the guitar strap is protected to 
offer you a great safe grip on your guitar. 

FULL CONFORT
Couch straps are designed to travel and be confortable and protect people in case of 
accident. For this reason the couch strap is confortable and safe on your shoulder and 
for your guitar. Each guitar strap can hold up to 4 guitar picks (two in the front side and 
two in the back side).
The guitar strap is 1.8” wide [4,6 cm] and fully adjustable from 37.4” up to 64,5” [95 cm - 
164cm] (pin-to-pin)

Guitar picks not included
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ECO DRUM SET BAGS

Handmade eco drum set bags made with used truck tarps, ad banners 
and safety car belts. 

Those eco drum set bags complete the drummer line by CREA•RE.

Each bag of this set is internally upholstered with high density foam. A 
soft ecological fur optimizes the protection of your drum set and keeps it 
always clean.

The bag has four practice and strong handles made of car safety belt.

The wide zip allows to completely open the top of the bag to help you 
put the drum in and take it out of the bag.

The floor tom bags and tom bags are designed to fit power toms.

Fast tom bags and standard tom bags are also available under custom 
order.

Each piece is unique, handmade, waterproof, washable and eco-friendly.

Designed to fit drum set ready to make gigs

The best way to have your unique, personal eco drum set bag for your 
precious drum.

Internal Measures:

• Eco bass drum bag 22”×18”

• Eco floor tom bag16”x14”

• Eco tom bag 12”×10” 

• Eco tom bag 10”x8”

• Eco snare drum bag 14”x6,5”

You can ask us a custom order.
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ECO DRUMSTICkS BAG 

This eco drumsticks bag is realized with up-cycled truck tarps 
and/or advertising banners, safety car belts bike inner tubes 
and paragliding wires.

The eco drumsticks bag by CREA•RE has 4 spacious sections 
for holding drumsticks, mallets and brushes.

Furthermore has an internal compartment where you can keep 
pencil and/or drum accessories.

An adjustable shoulder strap is made with car safety belt and 
two handles are made by bike inner tubes. 

That allows you to go everywhere with your drumsticks by bike, 
scooter, bus etc. Even if rains thanks to the rainproof materials.

All the materials used for CREA•RE Drumsticks Bag model are 
very strong and resistant.

Each piece is unique, handmade, waterproof, washable and 
100% eco-friendly.

The best way to have your unique, personal eco drumsticks 
bag.

Internal measures when open:

46 cm x 46 cm

External measures when closed:

52 cm x 24 cm x 5 cm
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ECO DRUMSTICkS 
BACkPACk BAG 

This eco drumsticks back bag is realized with up-cycled truck 
tarps and/or advertising banners, safety car belts bike inner 
tubes and paragliding wires.

The eco drumsticks bag by CREA•RE has 4 spacious sections for 
holding drumsticks, mallets and brushes.

Furthermore has an internal compartment where you can keep 
pencil and/or drum accessories.

This drumsticks case model is the most practice and travel friend-
ly of the collection. Two adjustable shoulder straps made with 
car safety belt and two handles, made by bike inner tubes allow 
you to you the case like backback, sloulder bag or handbag. 

That allows you to go everywhere with your drumsticks by bike, 
scooter, bus etc. Even if rains thanks to the rainproof materials.

All the materials used for CREA•RE Drumsticks Bag model are 
very strong and resistant.

Each piece is unique, handmade, waterproof, washable and 
100% eco-friendly.

The best way to have your unique, personal eco drumsticks bag.

Internal measures when open:

46 cm x 46 cm

External measures when closed:

52 cm x 24 cm x 5 cm
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ECO CYMBAL BAG

DESIGNED FOR DRUMMERS

For our Eco Cymbal Bag Series by CREA•RE Bags we checked different 
cymbal bags and talk with several experienced drummers. The result is a 
collection that offers the best option for musicians who want to protect their 
precious cymbals, have the best travel experience, the ideal space for ac-
cessories and a unique ecologic case.

At CREA•RE we know that each musician is unique. For this reason we offer 
several solutions for musicians needs, handcrafting even custom orders.

PERFECT BALANCE

The Eco Cymbal Bag Series offer the ideal mix between an hard case and 
gig bag offering at the same time light weight, water resistance, strong ma-
terial and high travel experience.

PROTECTION & ECOLOGY 

Each CREA•RE Eco Cymbal Bag is handcrafted upcyclyng stunning and 
strong truck tarps, ad banners and car safety belts.

We take care about your instrument handcrafting interiors with upholstered 
high density foam. We use human friendly and child friendly certificated 
soft ecological fur. This fur optimize the protection of your cymbal and also 
keeping them always clean.

In the hybrid series an hard board in the bottom protects the cymbals 
against potential damage during your trips.
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HANDCRAFTED TO TRAVEL

CREA•RE Eco Cymbal Bag is perfect and comfortable to travel by bike, 
scooter, bus, train, metro, even if it rains because it is rainproof.

Two adjustable and padded straps, made of a car safety belt, allow you to 
carry your cymbals like a backpack.

Two comfortable and strong handles, made of a car safety belt and re-
inforced by rivets give you possibility to easily carry your Eco Cymbal Bag 
everywhere.

UNIVERSAL MEASURES

Designed to fit cymbals up 22” (ask us for custom if you need)

Internal measures (diameters):

Main pocket 58,5 cm

Hi-hat pocket 36 cm
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ECO DOUBLE  
PEDAL DRUM BAG

Eco double pedal drum bag is handcrafted us-
ing truck tarps,  ad banners and safety car belts. 
Internally is upholstered with 1 cm of hi density 
foam. Soft ecological fur optimizes the protection 
of your pedal drum and keeps it always clean.

An hard board in the bottom protects the double 
pedal drum against potential damage.

It’s designed to carry a double pedal drum or a 
single pedal drum. 

The ecological bag for pedal drums is divided in-
side into two parts by a padded divisor to better 
protect the two pedal drums. The bag has an 
additional pouch. The shape of this pouch is de-
signed to fit inside the upper part of the  bag. In 
case you want to use this bag only for one pedal 
drum, this additional pouch is perfect for carrying 
other stuff like headphone, drum parts and all 
you need to make great music.

An additional internal pocket is designed to fit the 
double pedal transmission or a pair of drumsticks.

It’s perfect and comfortable to travel by bike, 
scooter, bus, train, metro, even if it rains because 
it is rainproof.

An adjustable and removable strap, made of car 
safety belt, allows you to bring your eco double 
pedal drum case like a bag.

A comfortable and strong handle, made of car 
safety belt and reinforced by rivets allows you to 
easily carry your eco double pedal drum bag.

It has a spacious front pocket useful for carrying 
books, music sheet, cables, book, smartphone, 
tablet, laptop, magazines,and all that you need to 
make great music. Even if rains thanks to the rain-
proof materials.

The front pocket is also padded so you can use it 
to carry fragile and delicate stuff.

Snap Hooks, head zipper and connectors are 
made in high quality nickel free metal.

Internal Measures:

Double Pedal Drum case 39×32×17 [cm]

Front pocket: 41x34x3 [cm]
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ECO DRUM  
HARDWARE BAG

Eco drum hardware bag made with used truck tarps, ad 
banners and safety car belts. 

This bag complete the drummer line by CREA•RE.

Internally is upholstered with high density foam. A soft 
ecological fur optimizes the protection of your hardware 
and keeps it always clean.

It is designed to carry a drum hardware by one or two 
people.

 

Inside, the ecological bag for drum hardware has two 
straps to better hold all your stuff. The bag has four 
strong handles made of car safety belts and reinforced 
by rivets that allow you to easily carry your eco drum 
hardware bag. Head zipper and rivets are made in high 
quality nickel free metal.

 Only few models available.

Each piece is unique, handmade, waterproof, washable, 
totally sustainable and  eco-friendly.

The best way to have your unique, personal eco drum 
hardware bag to complete your drum set bags collection.

Internal Measures:

Drum Hardware case 72×40×24,5 cm
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ECO kEYBOARD BAG

DESIGNED FOR MUSICIANS

For our Eco keyboard Bag Series by CREA•RE Bags we 
checked different keyboard and midi controller cases and 
talk with several experienced piano players and music 
producers. The result is a collection that offers the best 
option for musicians who want to protect their midi con-
troller or keyboard, have the best travel experience, the 
ideal space for the accessories and a unique ecologic 
case.

PERFECT BALANCE

The Eco keyboard Series offer the ideal mix between an 
hard case and gig bag offering at the same time light 
weight, water resistance, strong material and high travel 
experience.

PROTECTION & ECOLOGY

Each CREA•RE Eco keyboard Bag is handcrafted upcy-
clyng stunning and strong truck tarps, ad banners and 
car safety belts.

We take care about your instrument handcrafting interi-
ors with upholstered high density foam. We use certificat-
ed soft ecological fur. This fur optimizes the protection of 
your effects and keeps your keyboard and midi controller 
always clean.

An upholstered “comforter” made of ecological fur and 
foam protects the knobs, display and switches from any 
accidents in the best way.

A hard board in the bottom protects the keyboard against po-
tential damage during your trips.

HANDCRAFTED TO TRAVEL

CREA•RE Eco keyboard Bag is perfect and comfortable to 
travel everywhere and in every way, even if it rains because it is 
rainproof.

An adjustable and removable strap, made of a car safety belt, 
allows you to carry your keyboard like a bag.

Two adjustable and padded straps, made of a car safety belt, 
allows you to carry your instrument like a backpack.

A comfortable and strong handle, made of a car safety belt 
and reinforced by rivets allows you to easily carry your Eco 
keyboard Bag.

Internal Measures:

keyboard case 105×40×11 cm

Front pocket: 108x44,5x3 cm
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ECO PEDALBOARD BAG

Eco pedalboard bag made of used truck tarps, ad ban-
ners and car safety belts. Internally upholstered with 1 cm 
of high density foam. Soft ecological fur optimizes the 
protection of your effects and keeps your pedalboard 
always clean.

An upholstered “comforter” made of ecological fur and 
foam protects the knobs, display and switches from any 
accidents in the best way.

A hard board in the bottom protects the pedalboard 
against potential damage during your trips.

It’s perfect and comfortable to transport by bike, scooter, 
bus, train, metro etc. Even if rains thanks to the rainproof 
materials.

An adjustable and removable strap, made of a car safety 
belt, allows you to carry your pedalboard like a bag.

A comfortable  and strong handle, made of a car safety 
belt and reinforced by rivets allows you to easily carry your 
eco pedalboard bag.

It has a spacious front pocket useful for carrying books, 
sheet music, cables, a book, a smartphone, a tablet, a 
laptop, magazines and all that you need to make great 
music.

The front pocket is also padded so you can use it to carry 
fragile and delicate stuff.

Snap hooks, head zippers and frame connectors are 
made of high quality, nickel free metal.

Internal Measures:

Eco Pedalboard case 63,5×37,5×12 cm

Front pocket: 65x39x3 cm
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FLUGELHORN BAG PROTECTION

Each CREA•RE Flugelhorn Bag is projected to protect your instrument.
External material is light, strong and water resistant.

We  handcraft interiors with upholstered high density foam. 
1 cm of high density foam in the whole case plus 2 internal pillows protect 
the body from any accidents in the best way. Internally, inside the pillow 
padding, we add a recycled ABS hard board. 
This is the same ABS used in the cars bumpers to absorb the impacts. 
 
The lining made of certificated ecological fur is delicate and respect even 
the most specifics models. 

Strong internal hard board protect the bell of your instrument to guarantee 
you a lifelong case.w
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ECO FLUGELHORN 
BAG

Eco flugelhorn bag made with recycled truck 
tarps, ad banners and safety car belts. This eco-
logical case for flugelhorn by CREA•RE comes 
after testing the first prototype for 2 years in 
rehearsal rooms, clubs, bars and for over 10.000 
km on the road. It comes reinforced, more capa-
cious for accessories and practical to carry.

The Eco flugelhorn bag is internally padded with 
1cm of high density foam that great protects your 
flugelhorn from any accidents. Soft ecological fur 
optimizes the protection of your flugelhorn and 
keeps it always clean.

The eco flugelhorn bag has two adjustable pil-
lows inside, made of ecological fur, internal hard 
board and hi density foam, that give stability, 
suspend the instrument inside the case and give 
even more protection to the flugelhorn.

The bell side is reinforced with internal hardboard 
to giving more protection to your flugelhorn.

Inside, on the bottom, there’s a pocket that ts A4 
size sheets. It’s located on the bottom for addi-
tional protection.

Another little pocket inside is designed to hold 
the mouthpiece.
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Two external pouches allow you to carry additio-
nal accessories for your flugelhorn, a smartphone 
and all you need to make great music.
Two strong and practical handles made of car 
safety belt allow you to easily carry your eco flu-
gelhorn bag.

The bag has also a removable shoulder strap 
made of car safety belt to carry your eco flu-
gelhorn bag like a classic bag or like a backpack.

Snap hooks, head zipper and rings are made in 
high quality nickel free metal.

Designed to fit several flugelhorn models.

Internal measures:
45 x 18 x 27 cm
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ECO TRUMPET BAG

Eco trumpet bag made with recycled truck tarps, 
ad banners and safety car belts. This ecological 
case for trumpet by CREA•RE comes after testing 
the first prototype for 2 years in rehearsal rooms, 
clubs, bars and for over 10.000 km on the road. It 
comes reinforced, more capacious for accessories 
and practical to carry.

The bell side is reinforced with internal hardboard 
to giving more protection to your trumpet.

Inside, on the bottom, there’s a pocket that ts A4 
size sheets. It’s located on the bottom for additio-
nal protection.

Two external pouches allow you to carry additio-
nal accessories for your trumpet, a smartphone 
and all you need to make great music.

Two strong and practical handles made of car 
safety belt allow you to easily carry your eco tru-
mpet bag.

The bag has also a removable shoulder strap 
made of car safety belt to carry your eco trumpet 
bag like a classic bag or like a backpack.

Snap hooks, head zipper and rings are made in 
high quality nickel free metal.

Designed to fit several trumpet models.

Internal measures:
57,5 x 18 x 18 cm



TRUMPET BAG PROTECTION

Each CREA•RE Trumpet Bag is projected to protect your instru-
ment.
External material is light, strong and water resistant.

We  handcraft interiors with upholstered high density foam. 
1 cm of high density foam in the whole case plus 2 internal pil-
lows protect the body from any accidents in the best way. In-
ternally, inside the pillow padding, we add a recycled ABS hard 
board. 
This is the same ABS used in the cars bumpers to absorb the 
impacts. 
 
The lining made of certificated ecological fur is delicate and 
respect even the most specifics models. 

Strong internal hard board protect the bell of your instrument 
to guarantee you a lifelong case.
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TROMBONE BAG PROTECTION

Each CREA•RE Trombone Bag is projected to protect your in-
strument.
External material is light, strong and water resistant.

We  handcraft interiors with upholstered high density foam. 
1 cm of high density foam in the whole case plus 2 internal 
pillows protect the body from any accidents in the best way. 
Internally, inside the pillow padding, we add a recycled ABS 
hard board. 
This is the same ABS used in the cars bumpers to absorb the 
impacts. 
 
The lining made of certificated ecological fur is delicate and 
respect even the most specifics models. 

Strong internal hard board protect the bell of your instrument 
to guarantee you a lifelong case.strings of your instrument to 
guarantee you a lifelong case.
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ECO TROMBONE BAG 

Made with recycled truck tarps, ad banners and safety car belts. This ecological 
case for trombone by CREA•RE comes after testing the first prototype for 2 years 
in rehearsal rooms, clubs, bars and for over 10.000 km on the road. It comes rein-
forced, more capacious for accessories and practical to carry.

The Eco trombone bag is internally padded with 1cm of high density foam that 
great protects your trombone from any accidents. Soft ecological fur optimizes 
the protection of your trombone and keeps it always clean.

The eco trombone bag has two adjustable pillows inside, made of ecological fur, 
internal hard board and hi density foam, that give stability, suspend the instru-
ment inside the case and give even more protection to the trombone.

The bell side is reinforced with internal hardboard to giving more protection to 
your trombone.

Inside, on the bottom, there’s a pocket that ts A4 size sheets. It’s located on the 
bottom for additional protection. Another little pocket inside is designed to hold 
the mouthpiece.

Two external pouches allow you to carry additional accessories for your trombo-
ne, a smartphone and all you need to make great music.

Two strong and practical handles made of car safety belt allow you to easily 
carry your eco trombone bag.

The bag has also a removable shoulder strap made of car safety belt to carry 
your eco trombone bag like a classic bag or like a backpack.

Snap hooks, head zipper and rings are made in high quality nickel free metal.

Designed to fit several trombone models.

Internal measures:
92,45 x 22,86 x 22,86 cm
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ECO HANDPAN BAG

DESIGNED FOR HANDPAN PLAYERS

For our Eco Handpan Bag Series by CREA•RE Bags 
we checked different handpan and hang bags 
and talk with several experienced percussionists. 
The result is a collection that offers the best option 
for musicians who want to protect their handpan 
or hang, have the best travel experience and a 
unique ecologic case.

At CREA•RE we know that each musician is unique. 
For this reason we offer several solutions for musi-
cians needs, handcrafting even custom orders. 

PERFECT BALANCE

The Eco Handpan Bag Series offer the ideal mix 
between an hard case and gig bag offering at the 
same time light weight, water resistance, strong 
material and high travel experience. 
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PROTECTION & ECOLOGY

Each CREA•RE Eco Handpan Bag 
is handcrafted upcyclyng stunning 
and strong truck tarps, ad banners 
and car safety belts.

We take care about your instru-
ment handcrafting interiors with 
upholstered high density foam. We 
use certificated soft ecological fur 
to optimize the protection of your 
instrument and keeps it always 
clean.

In the hybrid series an internal hard 
board improves even more the 
protection of the handpan against 
potential damage during your 
trips. 

HANDCRAFTED TO TRAVEL

CREA•RE Eco Handpan Bag 
is perfect and comfortable to 
travel even if it rains because it is 
rainproof.

Two adjustable and padded 
straps, made of a car safety belt, 
allows you to carry your hang like a 
backpack.

Two comfortable and strong 
handles, made of a car safety belt 
and reinforced by rivets allow you 
to easily carry your handpan bag 
everywhere. 

INTERNAL MEASURES:

Eco Handpan Bag 58×58x28 [cm]
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http://crearebags.com

